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Abstract
Users may ask a service robot to accomplish var-
ious tasks so that the designer of the robot can-
not program each of the tasks beforehand. As
more and more open-source knowledge resources
become available, it is worthwhile trying to make
use of open-source knowledge resources for ser-
vice robots. The challenge lies in the autonomous
identification, acquisition and utilization of missing
knowledge about a user task at hand. In this paper,
the core problem is formalized and the complexity
results of the main reasoning issues are provided. A
mechanism for task planning with open-knowledge
rules which are provided by non-experts in semi-
structured natural language and thus generally un-
derspecified are introduced. Techniques for trans-
lating the semi-structured knowledge from a large
open-source knowledge base are also presented.
Experiments showed a remarkable improvement of
the system performance on a test set consisting
of hundreds of user desires from the open-source
knowledge base.

1 Introduction
Users may ask a service robot to accomplish various tasks in
various contexts. This extensive diversity of tasks and con-
texts makes it infeasible for the designer of the robot to pre-
dict and program all of the possible tasks beforehand. Au-
tonomous task planning techniques for service robots have
been developed to overcome this difficulty [Burgard et al.,
1999; Keller et al., 2010]. However, frequently there are gaps
between a user task and a robot’s knowledge/skills, which
make it impossible for the robot’s planner to work out a plan
for the task. This in turn leads to the notorious bottleneck
problem of knowledge acquisition. For instance, when a user
tells a robot, “I am hungry,” the robot can make a plan to meet
the user’s desire only if the robot knows some means to the
end, say, by serving food. Similarly, knowledge plays an im-
portant role for other purposes (such as human-robot interac-
tion [Kruijff et al., 2010; Lemaignan et al., 2012a]). As more
and more open-source knowledge resources become available
(e.g., large-scale knowledge bases, ontologies, household ap-
pliance manuals, and through human-robot communication),

there are opportunities to make use of open knowledge, i.e.,
the knowledge from these open-source knowledge resources
for robot task planning and resolve the difficulty of knowl-
edge acquisition.

In some sense, one can take the entire body of open knowl-
edge as the knowledge base of a robot/agent. However,
different tasks generally need different bodies of knowledge
and planning with the union of all open-source knowledge
resources suffers from hard problems of inconsistency and
inefficiency. Furthermore, a great proportion of open knowl-
edge is expressed in natural languages and it is impossible
to require that the knowledge is formalized. We proposed an
approach to utilizing open knowledge [Chen et al., 2012; Xie
et al., 2012] in which the challenge lies in the autonomous
identification, acquisition and utilization of missing knowl-
edge about a user task at hand. In this paper, a formal basis for
the identification of missing knowledge is put forth, providing
useful insights for the design of robots that can autonomously
gain and utilize open knowledge. Techniques for translat-
ing the semi-structured knowledge from a large open-source
knowledge base are developed and a mechanism for planning
with the underspecified open-knowledge rules is also intro-
duced. There are previous efforts that share common con-
cerns with us about open knowledge [Cantrell et al., 2012;
Chen et al., 2010; Fong et al., 2003; Lemaignan et al., 2012b;
Mohan et al., 2012; Rosenthal et al., 2010; Schiffer et al.,
2012; Talamadupula et al., 2010]. To our knowledge, there
has been little work on the specific research issues we report
here.

Section 2 explains the motivations behind this effort, in-
cluding the technical challenges and the main ideas of this
work. Section 3 presents the formalization of knowledge
gaps/rehabilitations and the complexity results. Section 4
describes the techniques to translate semi-structured open
knowledge from a large open-source knowledge base into an
internal representation. Section 5 reports the mechanism of
planning with the generated, underspecified rules and the ex-
perimental results. Section 6 draws conclusions.

2 Motivations
We assume that a service robot is equipped with an action
model, i.e., a set of primitive actions and each of them can
be executed by the robot through running of a corresponding
low-level routine. Each primitive action is described with a
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pair 〈pre(a), eff(a)〉, where pre(a) and eff(a) are the precon-
ditions and effects of a, respectively. The robot’s local knowl-
edge may include other background knowledge besides the
action model. To concentrate on our main goals, in this paper
we only consider the situations where a robot can accomplish
a user task if only it gains more knowledge and focus on the
following technical challenges.

(1) Knowledge gaps: Given a user task t to the robot with
local knowledge LK, there may exist knowledge gaps be-
tween t and LK [Chen et al., 2012], which prevents the robot
from generating any plan for the task. A fundamental issue of
this research is to characterise knowledge gaps between t and
LK, establishing a formal basis for searching and utilizing the
missing knowledge from open-source knowledge resources to
plan for and fulfill the user task.

(2) Translation: It is a long dream of and a great challenge
to AI to make a machine understand natural languages. In
this paper, we aim at a much smaller goal—to translate open
knowledge in semi-structured English into an internal repre-
sentation that can be made use of in robot planning. The Open
Mind Indoor Common Sense (OMICS) database [Gupta and
Kochenderfer, 2004] is employed as the main source of open
knowledge investigated in this paper.

(3) Underspecification: Open knowledge is correct in hu-
man understanding, but generally underspecified [Chen et al.,
2010]. Particularly, preconditions and effects of an OMICS
task, which corresponds to a (high-level) action, are generally
absent. For instance, there is a rule in the Tasks/Steps table of
OMICS

trash an object←
get object, find trash can, put object in trash can.

Here trash an object can be taken as a high-level action. How-
ever, currently it is too difficult to gain the complete precon-
ditions and effects of these actions from open knowledge.
Consequently, it is not feasible to apply the classical planning
methods to OMICS rules directly.

The main ideas of this paper are sketched as follows. The
first and major challenge is formalized as a variant of abduc-
tion [Console et al., 1991; Eiter et al., 1997], i.e., the prob-
lem of abducting from open-source knowledge resources a
set of rules that “rehabilitates” the robot’s local knowledge,
so that the user task at hand can be planned with the enlarged
body of knowledge. A knowledge gap is defined as a mini-
mal rehabilitation, which specifies a least amount of missing
knowledge with respect to the user task and the robot’s local
knowledge. We present complexity results about the relevant
reasoning problems, which provide insights about the design
of algorithms for open knowledge acquisition: (i) Finding a
knowledge gap may not be the most efficient way to rehabil-
itate the local knowledge of a robot, though superficially this
would be the most efficient way. (ii) The expressiveness of
the internal representation of open knowledge also impacts
on the computational complexity to a great extent. We iden-
tify a tractable case where a rehabilitation can be computed
in polynomial time.

A set of techniques for translating the semi-structured
knowledge in OMICS are developed, with which the semantic

representation of OMICS tasks and rules can be produced. A
new mechanism for planning with underspecified rules from
OMICS is also introduced. In principle, it first decomposes a
user task into a sequence of a robot’s primitive actions with
OMICS rules in a way similar to HTN planning [Erol et al.,
1995], whereas preconditions/effects are not necessary in the
process. Then it checks the executability of the generated ac-
tion sequence. This is feasible since the preconditions and
effects of primitive actions are included in the robot’s local
knowledge base and they can be bounded with the semantic
information of the OMICS tasks corresponding to the primi-
tive actions.

3 Formulation of Knowledge Gaps
3.1 Background
The language of causal theories [McCain and Turner, 1997]
is based on a propositional language with two zero-place log-
ical connectives > for tautology and ⊥ for contradiction. We
denote by Atom the set of atoms, and Lit the set of literals:
Lit = Atom ∪ {¬a | a ∈ Atom}. Given a literal l, the
complement of l, denoted by l̄, is ¬a if l is a and a if l is ¬a,
where a is an atom. A set I of literals is called complete if for
each atom a, exactly one of {a,¬a} is in I . In this paper we
identify an interpretation with a complete set of literals. Let I
be an interpretation and F a propositional formula, I satisfies
F or I is a model of F , denoted I |= F , is defined as usual.

A causal theory is a finite set of casual laws of the form:

φ⇒ ψ, (1)

where φ and ψ are propositional formulas. Intuitively, the
causal law reads as “ψ is caused if φ is true”. A causal law of
the form (1) is definite if ψ is a literal and φ is a conjunction
of literals. A causal theory is definite if all causal laws in it
are definite.

Let T be a causal theory and I an interpretation. The reduc-
tion T I of T w.r.t. I is defined as T I = {ψ | for some φ ⇒
ψ ∈ T and I |= φ }. T I is a propositional theory. We say
that I is a model of T if I is the unique model of T I .

For any causal theory T and a propositional formula F , we
say that T credulous entails F, denote T `c F , if there exists
a model I of T such that I |= F . The credulous entailment
is non-monotonic in the sense that, after adding other causal
laws a propositional formula may no longer be entailed. For
example, a causal theory T = {p⇒ p}, its only model is {p}
and T `c p. Let T ′ = {p ⇒ p,> ⇒ ¬p}, its only model is
{¬p} and T ′ `c ¬p.

Compared with Situation Calculus [Reiter, 2001] and other
formalisms for reasoning about action based on classical
logic [Van Harmelen et al., 2008], causal theories allow
for convenient formalization of many challenging phenom-
ena such as the frame problem, indirect effects of actions
(ramifications), implied action preconditions, concurrent in-
teracting effects of actions, and things that change by them-
selves [Van Harmelen et al., 2008]. These features make
the causal-theoretical language suitable for formalizing open
knowledge which is expressed in natural language and used
for service robots. [Cantrell et al., 2012] described an ex-
ample in a search and rescue scenario in which a robot is
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searching a building that is unsafe for human exploration. At
the beginning of the exploration task, the robot’s knowledge
specifies that the robot should enter any room it encounters
through an open door. During the search operation, however,
the robot gains a new piece of knowledge that the building’s
doors are all designed to unlatch when the fire alarm is trig-
gered. In that case, the robot should push the doors open and
search rooms behind them. Using the causal-theoretical lan-
guage, the robot’s local knowledge base can be updated very
easily: Simply adding new rules for the newly known context
into the robot’s local knowledge base, while keeping all old
rules unchanged since they are still valid for the previously
known contexts.

In this paper, we consider causal theories as the formalism
for action domains of service robots. Then open knowledge
bases are viewed as sets of causal laws whose elements could
be added to the local knowledge base of a robot.

3.2 Computational Complexity
Definition 1 A knowledge rehabilitation problem (KRP) is a
triple 〈A, T,O〉, where A and T are causal theories, and O
is a propositional formula.
Intuitively, A specifies the local knowledge base of a robot,
T is an open-knowledge base (assumed as a set of causal
laws), and O represents the set of tasks that need to be ac-
complished. We say KRP 〈A, T,O〉 is definite if A and T are
definite causal theories, and O is a conjunction of literals.
Definition 2 Let P = 〈A, T,O〉 be a KRP and E ⊆ T . E
is a credulous rehabilitation for P if there exists a model I of
A ∪ E such that I |= O.
Similarly we can define a skeptical rehabilitation which re-
quires A ∪ E has a model and O is satisfied by every model
of A ∪ E. In this paper, we only consider credulous rehabili-
tation.
Definition 3 Let P = 〈A, T,O〉 be a KRP and E ⊆ T . E
is a knowledge gap of A w.r.t. T and O (for P ), if E is a
credulous rehabilitation for P and any proper subset of E is
not a credulous rehabilitation for P .
Definition 4 Let P = 〈A, T,O〉 be a KRP and a causal law
r ∈ T . P is credulous consistent if there exists a credulous
rehabilitation for P . r is credulous relevant for P if r ∈ E
for some credulous rehabilitation E for P . r is credulous
necessary for P if r ∈ E for every credulous rehabilitation E
for P .
Definition 5 Let P = 〈A, T,O〉 be a KRP and a causal law
r ∈ T . P is consistent if there exists a knowledge gap for P .
r is relevant for P if r ∈ E for some knowledge gap E for P .
r is necessary for P if r ∈ E for each knowledge gap E for
P .

These concepts can help us to locate missing knowledge
for a KRP. Now we consider the computational complexity
related to them.

From Proposition 3 and Proposition 6 in [Giunchiglia et
al., 2004], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let P = 〈A, T,O〉 be a KRP andE ⊆ T . Deter-
mining whether E is a credulous rehabilitation for P is ΣP2 -
complete. If P is definite, then the problem is NP-complete.

Given a KRP P = 〈A, T,O〉, one can construct a causal
theory TP which contains:
• A,
• ar ∧ φ⇒ ψ for each causal law r ∈ T of the form (1),
• ar ⇒ ar and ¬ar ⇒ ¬ar for each r ∈ T ,
• ¬O ⇒ ⊥,

where ar is a new atom for each causal law r ∈ T . Note that,
if P is definite, one can equivalently replace ¬O ⇒ ⊥ by the
causal laws l̄ ⇒ ⊥ for each literal l occurred in O. Then TP
would be a definite causal theory.

Proposition 1 Let P = 〈A, T,O〉 be a KRP and E ⊆ T . E
is a credulous rehabilitation for P iff there exists a model I
of TP such that E = {r ∈ T | ar ∈ I}.

The computational complexity results are summarized in
Table 1. Each entry represents completeness for the corre-
sponding class. The entries in the column under “Arbitrary”
are complexity results of arbitrary KRPs and the entries un-
der “Definite” are complexity results of definite KRPs. The
entries in the row of “Recognition” are complexity results for
the problem of determining whether a set E ⊆ T is in the
corresponding class.

KRP P Credulous Rehabilitation Knowledge Gap
Problem: Arbitrary Definite Arbitrary Definite

Recognition ΣP
2 NP ΠP

2 coNP
Consistency ΣP

2 NP ΣP
2 NP

Relevance ΣP
2 NP ΣP

3 ΣP
2

Necessity ΠP
2 coNP ΠP

2 coNP

Table 1: Computational complexity results

4 Translation of Semi-structured Knowledge
In the OMICS project, an extensive collection of common
sense knowledge for indoor environments was collected from
non-experts over Internet in order to enhance the capabilities
of indoor robots for autonomously accomplishing tasks. At
this point, there are 48 tables in OMICS representing differ-
ent types of common sense knowledge. Some of these tables
are so related that they have to be merged together by a SQL
query to generate a joint table. As an instance, to represent
the knowledge about the task trash an object and its involved
steps, a joint table Tasks/Steps is generated as shown in Ta-
ble 2.

task stepnum step
trash an object 0 get object
trash an object 1 find trash can
trash an object 2 put object in trash can

Table 2: A joint table Tasks/Steps

The knowledge in OMICS is semi-structured but is not for-
malized. Therefore, it is necessary to translate the OMICS
knowledge into a formal expression processable by a robot
for its planning. We introduce meta-predicates to represent
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Meta-predicate Explanation
obj(N,O) O is an object named N
trash(O) A task that dumps object O as a trash
get(O0, O1) A task that gets object O0 from the location

of object O1

find(O0, O1) A task that finds object O0 from the location
of object O1

place(O0, O1) A task that places object O0 at the location
of object O1

Table 3: A part of meta-predicates

the objects and tasks in OMICS domain. Table 3 shows some
example meta-predicates. Besides, there are other meta-
predicates defined for capturing the relations between tasks.
The meta-predicate task(τ,Task) denotes that Task is a spe-
cific task whose index is τ . For the purpose of expressing the
OMICS knowledge about a task and its involved steps, we de-
fined the meta-predicate dec(τ, Seq) in which τ is the index
of the task and Seq is a ordered list of its steps (in form of
[τ0, . . . , τn]). Each element τ in the list Seq is the index of a
task. For instance, the semantic representation of the OMICS
rule expressed in Table 2 is

dec(τ0, [τ1, τ2, τ3]), task(τ0, trash(X0)), obj(object, X0),

task(τ1, get(X0, Y0)), obj(object, X0),

task(τ2,find(X1, Y1)), obj(trash can, X1),

task(τ3, place(X0, X1)).

Our approach to the knowledge translation consists of two
steps: i) syntactic construction, where the complete syntax of
an OMICS rule is constructed; and ii) semantic parsing, tak-
ing as input the syntax of the rule and producing its semantic
representation.

4.1 Syntactic Construction
In our case, the syntax of an OMICS rule (e.g., that in Table 2)
is composed of typed dependencies, including the syntax of
its elements and the dependent relations between these ele-
ments. The syntax of elements in natural language is repre-
sented as the Stanford typed dependencies [de Marneffe and
Manning, 2008]. In order to capture the relations between
elements in each OMICS rule, the Stanford typed dependen-
cies are augmented: New typed dependency are defined re-
garding to different types of tables in OMICS. Considering
the Tasks/Steps table as an example, a new typed dependency
step(governor, dependent) is defined, meaning that the depen-
dent is a step of the governor.

To construct the syntax of OMICS rules, the syntax of ele-
ments in a corresponding table are first parsed through a prob-
abilistic syntactic parser, Stanford parser [de Marneffe et al.,
2006]. Then their parses are linked together according to the
augmented typed dependencies. Figure 1 shows the syntax of
the OMICS rule represented in Table 2.

4.2 Semantic Parsing
Our semantic parsing maps the syntax (typed dependencies,
denoted x) of an OMICS rule to its semantic representation
(denoted z). The typed dependency grammar consists of the

Figure 1: An example of syntax of OMICS rules. The dashed
edges marked as step are the new typed dependencies defined
for the Tasks/Steps table.

words with part-of-speech (denoted W ) and typed dependent
relations (denoted D). In a specific syntax x, the word is
denoted as xW and the dependency as xD. Following [Gold-
wasser and Roth, 2011], our semantic parsing is devided into
two stages: alignment and argument connection. In the align-
ment stage, a lexical mapping is made indicating that a word
w ∈ xW is aligned with a meta-predicate p ∈ P . For exam-
ple, in Figure 2, a verb trash is mapped to a complex meta-
predicate task(τ0, trash(O0)). At the meantime, an OMICS
rule is also mapped to a corresponding meta-predicate. In the
case of Tasks/Steps table, the meta-predicate is dec(T, Seq).

Figure 2: An example of semantic parsing.

The arguments of meta-predicates which are generated in
alignment stage are independent. The objective of argument
connection is to connect the arguments which are equivalent
such asO0,X0,O1, andX1 in Figure 2. We denote the meta-
predicates generated from alignment as p and the connections
of arguments in p as z. A weighted linear model is employed,
as described in [Collins, 2002], to find the most possible z
(i.e., semantic representation) given xD and p:

ẑ = Fθ(xD,p) = arg max
z∈GEN(p)

∑
d∈xD

∑
z∈z

θ · φ(d, z)

where φ(d, z) is the inner product
∑
s θs ·φs(d, z). The func-

tion GEN enumerates a set of candidates of argument con-
nection given p. θ is a parameter vector over the features.
Features are defined as φ : D × Z → Rs to represent the re-
lations between dependencies in D argument connections in
Z. For instance, one of the features might be

φ3(d, z) =


1 if d is of type dobj and

z is arg(gov(d), 2) = arg(dep(d), 2)

0 otherwise

where arg(p, i) returns the ith argument of meta-predicate p,
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gov(d) returns the meta-predicate aligned to the govenor of
d, and dep(d) returns the one aligned to the dependent of d.

5 Planning with Underspecified Rules
5.1 A Tractable Case
Since it is hard to compute a credulous rehabilitation or a
knowledge gap even for a definite KRP, here we identify a
special sort of KRPs such that a credulous rehabilitation can
be computed in polynomial time.

Definition 6 A KRP P = 〈A, T,O〉 is called regular if there
exist sets S and J of atoms such that:
• for each atom a ∈ S, a does not occur in A;
• each causal law in T is in the form

a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an ⇒ a, (2)

where a ∈ S and a1, . . . , an belong to S ∪ J;
• O is a conjunction of atoms in S;
• for any subset J ′ ⊆ J , there exists a model for the causal

theory A ∪ {¬a⇒ ⊥ | a ∈ J ′}.
Proposition 2 Let P = 〈A, T,O〉 be a regular KRP, a cred-
ulous rehabilitation for P can be computed in O(n2) time,
where n is the number of causal laws in T .

Here we sketch the proof and meanwhile briefly explain the
intuition behind. Let S and J be the corresponding sets of
atoms for P , we can construct a polynomial algorithm for
computing a credulous rehabilitation as follows:

1. set the set U = J ;
2. for each causal law r ∈ T of the form (2), if
{a1, . . . , an} ⊆ U then add the atom a to U and memo-
rize r and all memorized causal laws of ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
for a;

3. if all atoms in O belong to U , then return the set E of
corresponding causal laws for these atoms;

4. if U is not increased then return P is not credulous con-
sistent, else go to 2.

We can prove that E is a credulous rehabilitation for P .
Firstly, there exists a model I of A ∪ E as for each subset
J ′ ⊆ J , A `c J ′ and the corresponding atoms in S are also
satisfied. Secondly, all atoms inO belong toU , thenA∪E `c
O. In the worst case, the iteration would run n times, then the
procedure terminates in O(n2) time.

5.2 Conversion of Semi-structured Knowledge
Section 4 specifies how to translate the knowledge in the
Tasks/Steps table of OMICS to the meta-predicate representa-
tion. For each obtained meta-predicate act(τ, Task), we con-
vert it to a causal law, Taskt ⇒ τt, where Taskt means the
task Task is accomplished at time t. For each dec(τ, Seq),
we convert it to a causal law

τ1t1 ∧ · · · ∧ τ
m
tm ⇒ τt,

where τ iti means a task named τ i is accomplished at time ti
(1 ≤ i ≤ m), τis are consequently presented in Seq and
t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tm ≤ t.

We use T to denote the set of causal laws converted from
meta-predicate representation of Tasks/Steps tables and O to
denote the conjunction of task-atoms τt for each task τ which
needs to be accomplished at time t. Clearly, we can con-
struct a KRP P = 〈A, T,O〉 such that each credulous reha-
bilitation for P contains a sequence of actions to accomplish
corresponding tasks. Furthermore, if for any set J of action-
atoms, there exists a model for A ∪ {¬at ⇒ ⊥ | at ∈ J},
then P is regular. Intuitively, it means that the robot could
execute any action at any time. Then from Proposition 2, we
can compute a credulous rehabilitation for P in polynomial
time.

5.3 Algorithms
We developed a set of algorithms of task planning with the
translated OMICS rules, which are generally underspecified,
for regular KRPs. Algorithm 1 returns an executable action
sequence for a given task if possible. Algorithm 2 returns
a possible action sequence for Task. It first checks whether
the task is semantically equivalent to a primitive action of
the robot. If not, it computes the set of tasks which are se-
mantically equivalent to the input task in Task and tries to
plan for one of them which has not been tried before. Algo-
rithm 3 checks whether an action sequence is executable. For
this purpose, the algorithm first tries to bound the variables in
pre(ai) and eff(ai) according to S (i.e., the estimated current
state in the planning process) and sem(as), which contains
the semantic representations of OMICS tasks corresponding
to actions in as. If pre(ai) or eff(ai) cannot be bounded com-
pletely, it is set False and thus makes the action sequence
inexecutable. The update of S is conducted by cancelling
any element inconsistent with eff(ai) from S and then adding
eff(ai) to S.

Algorithm 3 does not assume any specific initial state; in-
stead, it only checks if the action sequence itself will not
block its execution. It can be proved that Algorithm 3 re-
turns True if and only if there is an initial state under which
the action sequence can be executed successfully. This ex-
ecutability criterion is rational due to the following reasons.
On one hand, it is impossible to collect any initial state in our
“simulated” test, though a real robot can collect environmen-
tal information through perception. On the other hand, all
possible initial states cannot be enumerated and tested one by
one.

The algorithms contain more functions than the computa-
tion specified in Proposition 2, including computations of se-
mantically equivalent tasks. In our setting, the computation
of semantic equivalence is reduced to a limited set of much
smaller sub-problems in terms of the meta-predicates, with
limited background knowledge mainly from WordNet syn-
onyms. Therefore, the algorithms are still efficient enough.

5.4 Experimental Results
We conducted the experiments with two raw and large
test sets collected from OMICS. The first one con-
sists of 11,615 different user tasks from the Tasks/Steps
table and the second 467 different user desires
from Help. Five action models, AM1 = {move},
AM2 = {move, find}, AM3 = {move, find, pick up},
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Algorithm 1 getActionSeqeneceForTask(Task)
1: A := ∅ /* A stores generated action sequence */
2: repeat
3: visitedTask := ∅
4: as := generateAS(Task, A)
5: if as = ∅ then return False
6: if checkExcutable(as) = False then A := A ∪ {as}
7: else return as
8: end repeat

Algorithm 2 generateAS(Task, A)
1: if isAction(Task) = True then return {Task}
2: else Tasks := findSemanticEquivalenceTasks(Task)
3: for each task in Tasks
4: if task /∈ visitedTask then
5: as := ∅
6: for each step in task
7: as := as ∪ generateAS(step, A)
8: if as 6= ∅ and as /∈ A then return as
9: else visitedTask := visitedTask ∪ {task}

10: return ∅

AM4 = {move, find, pick up, put down}, AM5 =
{move, find, pick up, put down, open, close}, were cho-
sen in order to examine the impact of different action
capabilities of a robot on overall performance. Neither
open knowledge nor background knowledge for semantic
equivalence was used in the first round of either experiment.

The experimental results are shown in Table 4. On every
action model in each round, the number of tasks or desires
that were fulfilled is listed in the table. In addition, the per-
centages of fulfilled tasks or desires with respect to the size of
the test sets on AM5 are listed in the last column. The perfor-
mance on the first test set increased a little because the open
knowledge used was very sparse. In fact, each rule t ← s
from the Tasks/Steps table is taken as the definition of the task
t. The only open knowledge used in this test was the defini-
tions of these tasks. Therefore, there were the same number
of tasks and rules in Test 1.

The performance on the second test set increased from 10%
to 29.1%, suggesting that the capability of a robot could be
remarkably improved by making use of a moderate amount
of open knowledge. The open knowledge used in this test
was much less sparse than that in Test 1. Besides rules from
the Tasks/Steps table, 3405 rules from the Help table were
also used in Test 2, with each mapping a desire to a task. In
addition, knowledge of synonyms from WordNet was used in
the second round of both tests.

The experiments were run on a 4-core 2.8GHz Core i5
with 4G of RAM. The first round of Test 1 was completed
in 9.94 seconds and the second round 3,654.281 seconds. Ei-
ther round of Test 2 was completed in 1 second. The compu-
tational efficiency was acceptable for a single task or desire
according to the real-time requirement of robot planning.

6 Conclusion
We are used to a notion of Knowledge Base under the im-
plicit “closeness” assumption that a knowledge base will

Algorithm 3 checkExcutable(〈a1, . . . , an〉)
1: S := ∅
2: for i := 1 to n
3: bound pre(ai) and eff(ai) according to sem(as) and S
4: if S is consistent with pre(ai)
5: then update S with eff(ai)
6: else return False
7: return True

Open Knowledge AM1 AM2 AM3 AM4 AM5
Ratio

on AM5
Test 1 (11615 user tasks)

Null 1 15 17 34 50 0.43%
Tasks/Steps

(11,615 rules) 13 49 89 240 307 2.64%

Test 2 (467 desires)
Null 0 18 18 21 47 10.0%

Tasks/Steps + Help
(15,020 rules) 36 78 90 103 136 29.1%

Table 4: Experimental results

ideally provide sufficient knowledge for the expected do-
main, though it is extremely hard to develop such an ideal
knowledge base for a large domain in real-world applications.
The increasing development and accessibility of open-source
knowledge resources bring us new opportunities to break
through the difficulty. When an autonomous robot/agent em-
ploys open-source knowledge resources instead of a classi-
cal knowledge base, the closeness assumption must be aban-
doned. Consequently, the autonomous identification, acquisi-
tion, and utilization of open knowledge become challenging
research issues. Our observations from this effort to meet the
challenges are summarized as follows. First, a formalization
of the subject can be established around the key concept of
knowledge gaps and there is a tractable case for computing
knowledge rehabilitation. Second, based on the insights from
the formalized investigation, efficient techniques for translat-
ing and planning with semi-structured open-knowledge rules
can be developed. Third, the underspecifiedness of open
knowledge rules can be resolved to some extent. Finally, al-
though this work is a first step towards the goal, the encour-
aging experimental results show that further progress would
be expected in the future.
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